, [6] . It refers to a zone where solid and liquid coexist and it appears to arise from the complex way in which liquid material solidifies, namely, by locally forming dendrites that leap into the liquid and entrap some of it.
The zone of coexistence of liquid and solid.may be very long or very short depending on the material and the conditions under which solidification takes place. Assuming that the dendrite comes into being because of some local supercooling and instability, one would believe that the greater the temperature gradient in the material the shorter will the width of the zone be. Indeed, this is one of the key results obtained from microscopic studies of the phase change front by Thomas and Westwater [5] . Roughly speaking, they found that the tempe~~ture gradient and the width of the· zone obey the relation width X temperature gradient = .031 degreesoC and its well-posedness was established.
In this paper we propose a very simple model of a mushy zone which is based on the observation (1.1) and admits of an explicit solution. The attraction of this model is that it is, to our knowledge, the only instance where an actual observation of the mushy zone width and structure is used as a. partial basis for the model definition.
The model rests upon two unknown parameters. The first determines the relation between the equilibrium temperature gradient and the mushy zone width, and based on [5] is taken as .031°C for N-Octadecane Paraffin wax. The second depends upon the dendritic structure in the mushy zone, and is related to the solid fraction. Both can be estimated from the kind of experiments described in [5] . We will limit ourelves to defining the model, presenting its closed form solution, and giving tables from which the solution can be found explicitly. As we will see, in most cases the predicted mushy zone is of very negligible importance; it is hoped that the present work can shed some light on the kind of material and experimental setup that can be used to study the mushy zone growth more thoroughly for situations where it might be of importance. 
THE MODEL AND ITS SOLUTION
Consider a slab of material occupying the region x > 0. Initially the material is assumed to be in its liquid state at its solidification temperature Tcr· Beginning at timet= 0 a constant temperature Ts < Tcr is imposed at x = 0. A solidification process ensues, in which three distinct regions can be distinguished.
1.
2.
3.
Liquid, at temperature Tc , occupying the region x > Y(t); r -Solid, at temperature T(x,t) < Tcr' occupying the region 0 ~ x < X(t) where X(t) ~ Y(t);
11 Mushy zone 11 , at temperature T(x,t) -Tcr occupying the
Thus, the mushy zone is taken to be isothermal, and we make the following two assumptions on its structure: a) the material in the mushy zone contains a fixed fraction aH(O<a<1) of the total latent heat H; b) its width is inversely proportional to the temperature gradient, that is, From assumption a) and considerations of energy conservation we are led to the boundary condition
In addition to (2.1), (2.2), the temperature T(x,t) obeys the conditions Tt(x,t) = aTxx(x,t), Figure 1 and Table 1 (we have stopped arbitrarily at St "' 25; in phase change processes involving metals, the Stefan number is generally of the order of 10) .
The dimensionless relative mushy zone width 
